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What is the field of treasury?



1.  Cash and 
Liquidity 

Management

2.  Capital 
Markets and 

Funding

3.  Corporate 
Financial 

Management

4. Risk 
Management

5. Operations 
and Controls

Five core elements of Treasury



The fresh perspective

Treasury is an in-demand skill that has been in 
the spotlight this past year. 

CFO’s and Treasurers need strong, 
passionate, and agile employees who are ready 
and willing to step up to the challenge and 
navigate this turbulent time.



How do you make a job a career?

Education

Ethics

Experience

Energy

Skills

Passion

Perseverance

Knowledge



THE 4 N’s ™

4 N’s



Interact with others to exchange information, develop contacts, further one's career

Strategically build your network - your resource

Establish relationships  - a network you can rely on

Connect, communicate, share and learn 

Networking



Noise
“The squeaky wheel gets the grease”

Get a seat at the table!  

Be a visionary, think strategically

Be a partner - a positive noise

Promote your worth



Niceties

Develop good, 
trustworthy 
relationships 

Be helpful with a willingness to teach people

Inspire, energize 
and influence

Insert yourself to help others, Treasury 
can do so much, not everybody knows what 
we do



Nurturing Your Career

Plot your roadmap 

Continue your education  

Seek advice, ask questions and develop 
additional skills

Be a mentor and have a mentor.  See things from a different 
perspective!



Ambition is the pathway to success and 
persistence is the vehicle you arrive in



To move forward in your career, I encourage you to really enjoy what you are doing. 

- Increase your engagement at work

- Treat others well

- Chart your own course of success

- Upskill yourself

THE 4 N’s ™Conclusion



THANK 
YOU


